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One dfthe tasks assigned to AIAA student members 
in the 1975 AIAA Bendix Design Competition in
volved the harnessing of wind energy: "Design a 
W;:c3.111i1l capable of delivering 3000 kW in a 25 knot 
wind or design a complete wind energy generation 
and storage system capable of satisrying the elec
trical power needs for a city of 100,000 inhabitants at 
a cost of SO mils per kilowatt hour." A formidable 
task indeed. but according to many experts, well 
below the ultimate potential of wind energy ex
tract~on schemes. With our apparently insatiable 
thirst' for energy growing every day, many of these 

."sky blue" schemes may become reality in the not 
too distant future. 

The only thing really new about wind power is the 
scale of the projects currently being proposed. such 
as the system designed by W. E. Heronemus. This 
system is envisioned to extend almost 200 miles off 
the coast of Cape Cod. to cover approximately 25.000 
square miles. and to generate 159 x 109 kWh per 
yearby 1990, enough to satisfy the projected 
demands of New England. Other systems of similar 
magnitude have been proposed for Long Island. 
Wisconsin. and H olJand. 

The use of wind mills dates back to ancient times, 
They were used in Japan and China thousands of 
years ago. The greai irrigation systems of Babylon 
are thought to have been powered by windniotors. 
Examples of windmills erected almost two thousand 
years ago still exist in Egypt. 

Wind power generation was first introduced to the 
V"esTern world around the 8th century A.D. By the 
] Dih century windmills were a significant source of 
energy in Great Britain. Holland. and Germany. As 

late as 1900, the entire wheat crop of Northern 
Europe was ground by windmills scattered· across 
Rolland. Denmark. and Germany. 

The windmill has played a rather unique role in 
the development of Holland since 1500 AD. Wind
power was used not only for grinding grain and 
sawing wood, but also for pumping water from the 
lowlands. These drainage mills were a major factor 
in the successful struggle by the Dutch to carve a 
country out ofthe sea. 

Even today. many windmills are on standby 
service for the drainage of many low-lying areas 
called poulders. One poulder close to Amsterdam 
still depends entirely on a system of windmiHs to 
remain dry. 

Windmills have become part of the mystique of 
Holland. Their beauty is held in high eSTeem and the 
remaining 1000 windmills. all that is left from an 
estimated] 0,000 units at the turn of the century, are 
carefully protected as national monuments. The 
windmill is such an integral part of the Dutch 
landscape that it can be termed as an almost ideal 
blending of man's machine and his environment. 
Considerable research effort has been expended to 
improve the aerodynamic efficiency of the classic 
Dmch design without detracting from the unique 
lines of the lanice work construction ofIhe blades or 
"sails." Unfortunately. little improvement can be 
made on the old design. 

In a less dramatic way. windmills have played a 
significant role in the development of rural areas in 
many parts afthe world including the Uniled States. 
Many of us have driven through the midwest and 
seen the familiar sma]] tower mounted windmill on 
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almost every farm and ranch. According to a recent 
al1icle in the Wall Street Journal. an estimated 6.5 
million of these units were built in the United States 
from 1880 to 1930. Most were used for pumping 
water and running sawmills, but some were used to 
meet the relatively light electrical needs for a farm 
household. It is still possible for a small windmill to 
supply the electrical needs of an American family. 

As late as 1954, it was estimated that 250,000 to 
300.000 kWhr were still produced annually in 
Germany from small windmills. This is, of course, a 
fairly insignificant quantity of energy in comparison 
to the total annual energy consumption of an in
dustrialized nation. but such amounts of power 
could play a significant role in the growth of un
derdeveloped nations, a fact which has not gone 
unnoticed by several investigators. 

Although most windmills have been used as a 
direct and localized source of energy, there have 
been many cases where windmills have been in
tegrated into a public power grid. As early as J890, a 
23-m diameter wind generator was developed in 
Denmark. This development blossomed into several 
hundred wind generators in Denmark by 1910, with 
generator capacities ranging from 5-25 kW. The 
DUTCh have successfully experimented with some 
classic windmills that were modernized by replacing 
the original pump or mill STOne with an electrical 
generator and improving the aerodynamic 
characteristics of the sails. 

According to a recent survey of wind power 
pOlential. the largest windmill ever built was erected, 
you guessed it, right here in the United States. 
Conceived by P. C. Putnam. it was a two blade 
design having variable pitch with a diameterof 53 m 
(] 75 ft) and mounted on a 34 m (J 10 ft) tower on 
Grandpa's Knob near Rmland. Vermont. Designed 

10 produce 1.2 megawatts at i4 m/sec (30 mph) its 
average power delivery to the AC power grid of the 
Central Vermom Public Service Corporation was 210 
k Vii at an average wind velocity of 8 m/sec . far below 
the estimated average wind velocity of 11 m/sec. 
Allhough iTS power production was below ex
pectations. it ope,ated successfully from 1941 10 

19~5 with reasonable reliability in winds as high as 
31 m/sec and was able to withstand the loading of 
5] mlsec 015 mph) winds. Fatigue-induced failure 
ofIne stainless steel blades terminated its operation. 
Technical feasibiiiry was proved. om. at that rime. 
relatively aoundam sources of nydroeJecrric energy 
v,'ere more economical. 

But now the tide is turning. COSts of petroleum are 
SkYTocketing. Em-ironmenta] COT!SJOeranons are 
hm11inE lne C:0I1S1:-uction 2nd ln~·~?~,·n0 the COSl:, of 
1hern10 and lhermonucltc.'r 1IC\:;er plants. 
H~-droe1ectric pcn;:er ae\'eJOp~lc;rJl has almost 
reached the saturation poim...'I.s In::- demand for 

200-k W. 24-m-roror-diameler. Danish Gedser wind
 
lurbine. designedfor 15-m/sec wind. buill in 1957 at a COSI
 
0(541.000 [S20S/k W]. The eleclrical generalor was located
 
in a rOlatable pla~rorm housing atop Ihe 26-m /85:fiJ-high
 
lower. 

energy continues and the sources dwindle, the in

creased price per untt of energy makes less con

ventional sources more attractive, among them. the
 
windmill. 

Although there are obvious advantages to wind
 
power-it is pollution free, and apparentJy Jimitless
 
in quantity-there is a defmite upper limit on its
 
potential. It has been esrimated that about 2.50/£. of
 
the power radiated to earth from the sun is contained 
in atmospheric motion. This. amounts to a total 
power level of about 2 x 10J2 kW. Of this an 
estimated 2 x 1010 kW is available from selected 
~ites around the world. Tne results of swdies 
sponsored jointly by NSF and NASA indicate that 
the potential annual U.S. wind production, by the 
year 2000, is approximately 1.5 x 1012 kW. just 
about our current annual consumption of electricity. D?;;') 

AS"ulIllng our appetite is whened for some of thi's" :c~,,",,>"?_:: 

energy. the next question is "where are the best sites 
for our windmills and how reliable will our energy 
resource be?"This is. of course. a rather diffkult 
question to answer, especially so since most wind 
velocity data have been c~lJeCled at airports which 
are not necessarily the best wind-power sites. 
However. some esrimates can be made. \Vina power 
is calculated on the basis of tmal kinetic energy per 
unit time passing through a unit cross-sectional area 
normal to the flow: 

P/.. =]/2 p y3 

wheTe p is the aIr censit;- and F the wmC speed. At 
standard conditions this reduces to: 

P:A=O.1625 V3 w3tts/m2. V in ill/sec 
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FiR. 1 The distribulion of wind power in the Uniled SIllies. 
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~ or TIME LESS THAN 

Fir;.:2 Cumulative distribuTion or wind speed at Ihrec 
di(fI'rC!ll siles. 

] aking the variation of wind speed with time into 
account. engineers at Sandia Laboratories have 
prepared a wind power maD of the United States. 
\l;hlci-I gives the distribuTion of average \\~ind povl:er as 
shown in Fig 1. Immediateh e·;ident from inspection 
of this iigu,e is the nommifcTm distribution of this 
resource. The best potential wind pm-ver sites within 
the cOntinental U.S. appear :0 be in ihe north central 
regIon. 

T,u: (.1nly is Th~ diSi.:-i"t"<.;:Jc:- ~i~- \;"lnd po\\'er oyer the 
~cnh~s sur-fact quite :i:-'?""";:JilTforrr:. there are also 
diSlinc; season:::l and 02:)'- \'2:-iarions, llJusrrated in 
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Fif!.4 This .schemaTic provides a visual 
{'xpianolion q(lhf' pOh'er t!"quGlions. 

Fig. 2, is the cumulative distribution of wind speed at 
three different sites: a very poor U.S. site, a U.S. site 
with excellent potential. and the summer and wime, 
variation in the North Sea off the coast of Holland. 
The large seasonal and daily variations in wind speed 
are _immediately evident. Because of Ihe cubic 
dependence of power on wind speed. the variations 
in wind power are greatly magnified. 

Evidently there is ',great pote~tia! use of 'o\"jnc 

power. bm there are serious problems wit h ilS 
,,·ariabiliry. Proper site selection will be crucial and 
imaginative schemes must be developed to smooth 
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out the variations in power output, 

Recognizing the potential in wind power and its 
limitations. the next step is to look at the windmill 
itself. How does it work? How much power can it, 
produce? Basically a windmill is a propeller in 
reverse. As shown lin Fig. 3. aerodynamic forces are 
induced on each blade element whose magnitude 
and direction are dependent on wind velocity. V. the 
rotational speed. n . and the blade pitch angle. f3 
There is a component of the lift force acting in the 
direction of rotation which produces a torque and 
hence power. Ideally. this power is given by 

P = 2 'IT R2 P y3 (1 - a)2 a 
where a is a factor accounting for the deceleration of 
wind through '.the windmill rotor as shown 
schematically in Fig. 4. Maximum power is attained 
when a is 1/3. Thus the ideal power of a windmill is 

Pm =06(27) 7T R2 012 PV3) 

Even under ideal conditions. only a little more 
than one-half of the wind power per unit area can be 
extracted by a windmill. More detailed analysis, 
including the effects of rotation in the slip stream, 
show that the ideal: power developed depends on the 
relative rotational speed. n R/Y. This is illustrated 
in Fig. 5. which shows that a theoretical power factor 
of j 6/27 is only approached when the tip speed of a 
windmill exceeds about 4 times the wind speed. In 
addition. maximum aerodynamic performance of a 
blade section is attaiped when the angle of attack to 
tne relative wind is a specified value depending on 
th'': blade section shape. In order for this criterion to 
be compatible with the ideal power at a given relative 
tip speed. the blade area expressed as a percentage 
ofdisk area must decrease with an increase in design 
speed. Tn eoreticaJ val ues of the prod uct of solidity. 

o = Blade area / TT" R2 
and design lift coefficients. CL. are as foliows: 

Th('oretieal Solidity as a Function of Tip Speed 

n R,V= 2 3 4 5 

0.98 0.48 0.29 0.19 O. J4 

Thus. jf the design lift coefficiem where unity. the 
theoretical blade area would be around J000/" of the 
area swept by the blades for a slow running windmill 
( 11 R/V=l) and only 141)0 of the disk area ·for a 
relaTively high-speed windmiJ! (n R=5J. Thus. 
modem. high-speed windmiii designs will ha\'e 
hiadcs closely rEsembling those of a helicopter with 
an c,fthe accompanying flex and vibration problems. 

Ailnough 2 Jot of design information can be 
Eained from a steady flow analysis. there are ad
d1lion~d cornDJiccninQ factors of unsleady v"ind speed 
;;:nc ,ht ventra] wInd profile 10 deal V;llh also. Early 
DUICh re,.earen showed that operation in an un
sieadv wind meant thaI maximum average power 
OUlP~l depended on both the steady and unsteady 

characteristics of the windmill. Figure 6 shows a
 
reproduction of the measured power output of a
 
typical Dutch mill correlated with wind speed. Two
 
things are immediately evident. power output can be
 
quite unsteady and there is a minimum value of wind
 
speed below which operation ceases altogether. The
 
Dutch found that average power could be optimiZed
 
when the rate of change of tip speed with wind
 
velocity is optimized.tIt can be shown that 

dW R)/dV-=p R4V/I 

where J is the moment of inertia of the rotor and t is
 
a time constant reJ'ated to the wind fluctuations.
 
Classic Dutch windmills apparently have optimum
 
output when the moment of inertia is such that
 
1/ R4 V is about J sec. Several poorly operating
 
mi1Is in Holland have been improved by simpl)'·
 
adding lead weights to the tipsofthe sails to increase
 
the moment of inertia.
 

Much more sophisticated methods of handling 
fluctuating loads are planned for modern wind 
generators. Constant speed units which have 
hydraulically actuated blades for variable pitch can 
be designed in a manner similar to the familiar 
constant speed propeller on an airplane. 
Nonuniformities in loading with blade position due 
to the vertical wind profile can be handled in the 
same way that nonuniformities in blade loading are 
handled on a helicopter. 

In summary. classical aerodynamics tells us that 
the most efficiem windmills operate v,'ith tip speeds 
greatly exceeding the average wind velocities and 
with few. relatively slender blades. Also there are 
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Fig. 5 Th,' idea! pcwo'er coef{ic/el11 is on~r approached 
"'hcn 'he lip speed o{ a windmill exceeds approximale~\' 4 
limes th" ,·..i"d sp,'cd. 
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major structural and aerodynamic problems 
associated ",ith both the nonstead iness of the wind 
and its nonuniform distribution with elevation. 

Several aJrernate forms of energy are now being 
seriously investigated. Wind energy is one potential 
energy resource being considered by both the 
government and private industry. There is a joint 
:', ASA/NSF 5 year program in progress which hopes 
10 develop several practical and economical wind 
energy systems. A first-stage experimental 100 kW 
winc g~"'?;?T"";J<.scheduledfor operation by NASA 
this yeoi. ;:-. ::C G-irion , there are plans for two ad· 
ditional experimental units. one in the SO·250 kW 
range and the other in the 0.5 to 3 megawatt size. 
Many new types of windmills have been proposed 
recently. Among them is a semi-rigid airfoil design 
heing deveJoped by Grumman Aerospace Company 
and 3 vertical axis wind generator proposed hy 
Sandia Laboratories. 

Several energy STorage schemes are being studied 
TO offset the undesirable fluctuating power outpUl of 
a wind generator. In the onshore wino generation 
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Th£' correlaTion o,(power OUTput of a Dutch Windmill with wind sph>d shows flot onl" thai power output call he quit£' 
/iJlste0c1v but also below a certain minimum wind speed. thf' whole operation will f!rind 10 a' halt. 

system mentioned at the beginning of this article. 
electrolysis of water mto hydrogen and oxygen which 
is stored and then subsequently used to generate 
electricity in fuel cells has been suggested as a 
method for smoothing out the energy flow. Economic 
analysis of the system. using state-of-the-art com
ponents, indicates that electricity could be provided 
to New England at a cost of about 2.2 cents per k/hr. 
Projected hardware improvements reduce this figure 
by about 400/0. 

Although it does not appear that the wind will ever 
be our major source of power. there is ample 
evidence it can be an alternate source. com· 
plementing other resources. The challenge is there 
and the rewards are great. Perhaps those students 
competing for the Bendix award will come up with 
something? 
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